Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of Pseudomonas aeruginosa ferricytochrome cd1.
Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of ferricytochrome cd1 from the denitrifying bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa have been obtained. The normal 0-10-ppm chemical shift range shows many overlapping and nonresolvable peaks, as would be expected for a dimeric protein of molecular weight approximately 120,000. In the downfield region between 10 and 50 ppm, and in the upfield region between 0 and -20 ppm, resolvable resonances corresponding to a small number of protons are observed. The temperature and pH behavior of these resonances have been examined. For some of the resolved resonances, the pH behavior of chemical shifts and intensities indicates that the oxidized form of the enzyme undergoes a structural transition with a pK of 5.8 +/- 0.3. On the basis of several lines of evidence, some assignments are proposed in which resolvable resonances are assigned as originating from either the heme c or the heme d1 prosthetic groups of the enzyme.